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Bowling Green, Ohio

Downtown to receive facelift
by Richard Leva
News staff writer
Downtown Bowling Green is
going to get a facelift.
City officials, along with the
mayor's office and the Downtown Business Association, is
working together to renovate
the historic district (which includes Main, Wooster and
Court streets) of downtown
Bowling Green.
In city council chambers on
Thursday, May 5, mayor Wesley Hoffman will name a special task force to work on this
project. The renovation will
take several years to complete
but a few buildings will probably be worked on this year
while more will be renovated in
1995.
Jim Tinker, director of the
DBA, said he will recommend
the task force install new, ornamental lampposts and replace existing sidewalks with
either brick or a cement mixture that looks like brick.
"I don't actually think it will
be brick," Tinker said. "There
is a process now where you can
have processed cement poured
into form so it looks like brick
but it is a lot less expensive."
Another possible change
would include removing all
parking meters located along
the sidewalks of the historic
district. Tinker said city council is close to putting this legislation into law.
"It was forwarded to council
and now it needs three readings to become law and it has
had its first reading already,"
Tinker said. "Parking would be
free but there would be a two
hour limit."
Most of the renovation work
will concentrate on restoring
the building fronts located in

Men sing
karaoke
for tour
by Courtney B.Gangeml
News staff writer
Song will fill the air today in
the University Union Oval in the
second day of the BGSU Men's
Chorus Karaoke-A-Thon.
The event began Monday at 9
am. in the oval and will end at 9
tonight. Everyone is invited to
karaoke for free during the
event. Singers may purchase
their performance on tape for $1.
"Stop by and sing one of your
favorite songs with us," said David Dobson, member of the
chorus.
The BSGU Men's Chorus is following the words along the
screen for 36 hours to help defray costs of the recent men's
chorus spring tour. The Men's
Chorus spring tour toured during
spring break last month and
visited Washington D.C., Baltimore, New York, Rochester and
Warren, Ohio, according to
Aaron Zink, vice president of the
chorus.
Members of the chorus performed a small audition to become a part of the group.
"If you can carry a tune, you're
pretty much in," Zink said.
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Main Street has changed significantly in the past few years. Finders Records and Tapes Is Just one of many stores that have cho-

sen to update their look for '90s.

regional coordinator of the
OHPO, may be used by the city
task force as a blueprint for
the renovation.
"One of my many functions
is to educate people about and
promote preservation activities," Johnson said. "So the assignment for the class was for
each student to take a building,

draw it as it is, and make some
suggestions of how that building might be restored according to federal standards."
According to Johnson, some
of the proposed changes to
building storefronts are considered "drastic". These
changes include completely
rebuilding existing store-

the historic part of the downtown area. In order to meet this
goal, the DBA has been working closely with the Ohio Historic Preservation Office, an
agency committed to maintaining Ohio landmarks.
Architectural designs from
University students taught by
Maura Johnson, the northwest

fronts. Other ideas are more
conservative such as removing
inapporpriate signs and reopening original windows.
Tinker said renovating the
downtown area is important
because it will help keep the
city psychologically healthy as
well as economically strong.

BGSU Men's Chorus apparel
and recordings will be sold during the long hours of singing, according to Dobson.
Last semester the group hosted
the Hot Tub-A-Thon and Zink
said they believed it was very
successful.
"We're hoping this fundraiser
will be just as successful," Zink
said.
The funds will also help pay the
costs of a recording session in
which the chorus will participate,
according to Zink.

Council honors USG presents Health care
Ziance for work accolades to
clash goes on
staff, students
by John Gibney
News staff writer

Bowling Green City Council
honored former council member
and University alumni, Scott
Ziance, for his dedication and
contribution to the city at its
meeting Monday night

City Council New
Business
</ Former Councilman and
University alumnus Scott Ziance
was honored for loyalty and
dedication to the council.
/ Ohio foregoes tax on C.
Duncan Industries Inc. in an
attempt 10 protect jobs and benefit
local schools.
/ Increased funding to local
lodging which is to be used for
advertising and promotion.
Serving ttie first ward, Ziance,
a 1993 graduate, resided on
council from January 1991 to
December 1993.
Member-at-large, Joyce Kepke
presented Ziance a framed
document inscribed with the
council members signatures.

"We thank and commend Scott
for his loyal service and civic
duty as a member of city council," Kepke said.
Also Monday, the dry agreed
that C. Duncan Industries, Inc.
will not be taxed on recently purchased laser equipment used for
cutting steel The company, a
major supplier to Volvo Trucks,
will keep existing jobs, and also
create two new positions because
of the purchase. .
Under Ohio law, companies are
taxed for both earnings and investments. However, under an
Enterprise Zone Agreement with
the city, C Duncan Industries
fore goes the tax, with the stipulation they will retain jobs and
contribute portions of their tax
savings to local schools.

"If you don't keep your
downtown healthy and you
don't keep it strong, you start
to lose the reflection of your
community identity," Tinker
said. "People look at downtown
not just as a place where you
buy stuff but as the heart of the
community.*'
The renovation is only part
of a larger redevelopment plan
by the city to attract economic
business to the downtown area.
City officials are also looking
at ways to improve traffic flow
and parking.
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The Associated Press

by Lawrence Herman
News staff writer
Undergraduate Student Government honored faculty members,
graduating seniors and students for their dedication and commitment
during the past year in an awards banquet Monday night at the Ice
Arena. The banquet began with Jason Jackson summing up his two
years as USG president. Jackson is graduating at the end of this semester and this was his last full meeting as president. Jennifer Mat he
will be sworn in as president at next Monday's meeting.
"I've had the esteemed honor of being president of this wonderful
institution for the last two years," Jackson said. "I've learned more
while president than I ever expected. It's been a joy seeing the many
programs and events that USG has been involved with in the last two
years. I'm going to Florida with lots of warm feelings about USG and
very proud of our accomplishments over the last two years"
USG also recognized members of the administration and faculty at
the banquet Special mention went to interim Vice President for Student Affairs Ron Zwierlein. Zwierlein was awarded a Hollis A Moore
award for excellence, and a vice president's award for excellence
from USG vice president Chad Luckner.
"Ron Zwierlein is someone who's gone above and beyond the call of
duty," Luckner said. "He's been a tremendous help to this organization in terms of the general fee allocation and numerous suggestions
and advice."
Awards were also given for USG senator of the year and USG cabinet member of the year. The awards were given to William Vogt and
Mlchele Gales, respectively.
Vogt is the chairman of the senate finance committee. He has also
sponsored legislation that made room assignment changes easier and
allowed students who received a C in a class to retake it.
Jackson said that as chairman of the finance committee Vogt had
the toughest job in the senate. He said the main requirement of
Vogt's job required him to decide how much money different groups
received, a very difficult and tricky task.

Two University students
take too honors at the 24th
annual Corpus Christi international Concerto Competition in Corpus Christi,
Texas.
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Bowling Green landowner Richard Newlove announces his candidacy for
State Central committeeman for the Democratic
P rty
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WASHINGTON - Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell
sparked fresh debate among fellow Democrats by suggesting
ways to make President Clinton's health care plan less costly.
The White House said it wasnl endorsing any compromises.
Rep. Pat Williams, D-Mont, said Monday the House subcommittee he heads will begin work Thursday on a version that does
not include one of the most controversial elements of Clinton's
plan.
Alliances envisioned in the Clinton plan would pool large
group* of people to give them purchasing clout in buying health
insurance at better prices than they could negotiate individually
Clinton press secretary Dee Dee Myers welcomed Mitchell's
alternatives to the president's plan as "yet another sign that
things are moving along." And Sea. Jay Rockefeller, D-W.Va.,
said Mitchell had "established himself as someone who's going
to ram [reform] through the United States Senate."
"Mitchell did a real fine Job of outlining three different versions of employer mandates," said Sen. John Breaux, D-La.,
whose plan would avoid forcing any business or Individual to
buy Insurance. "I dont think mere's a majority of support for
mandate* before we move on [other] reforms."
All of Mitchell's alternatives would retain Clinton's idea of
making employers help pay for their workers' coverage. They
would lighten the burden by tinkering with the benefit package,
thesubaidiea and the employer share.
He got help from enter White House advisers in framing his
options for leas eaWMwave ways to achieve health coverage for
allAmrrir—e,
Ira Magaziner, the senior White House adviser who took part
in the Democrats' diaouaaVai at a witranl retreat, said of Mitchell's auggaatlnai, They ware scenarios more than proposals.
He was using them to get a discussion going."

The BG baseball team,
led by Rob Kallage, took
three out of four games
from Eastern Michigan
over the weekend.
a>Page7.
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Today...Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
rooming showers... Becomlng partly sunny in the
afternoon. Hleh 65 to 70
Southwest winds becoming
northwest winds 10 to 20
mph.
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Guilty or not,
Dr. Death wins
Dr. Jack Kevorkian, who recently admitted on
videotape to aiding the euthanization of a
30-year-old victim of Lou Gehrig's disease, goes on
trial in Michigan today on charges of breaking a
state law banning assisted suicide. In any other situation, this would seem like an open-and-shut case. In
this instance, there are some extenuating circumstances.
First, the Supreme Court has ruled the Michigan
law against assisted suicide unconstitutional. Secondly, according to University of Detroit Mercy law
professor Stephen Safranek, "The jury can always
choose, no matter how overwhelming the evidence
is, to let a person go free." Kevorkian's lawyer believes "no jury will ever convict Jack Kevorkian."
Thirdly, if found guilty, Kevorkian could appeal to
the very court which ruled the Michigan law unconstitutional. This would mean all the hype regarding
Kevorkian's actions and their relation to the antiassisted suicide law will have been little more than a
good example of bad bureaucracy in action and
Michigan will be forced to do away with the law,
much like the states of the Deep South which were
forced to do away with unconstitutional 'Jim Crow'
laws when the Civil Rights movement was coming to
a head. Kevorkian himself has begged the jury to
convict him.
Whether or not Michigan's law banning assisted
suicide is right or wrong, Michigan's legislative
branch of government should have more respect for
higher powers. For the state to act in defiance and
continue to enforce a law that has been found unconstitutional would be reminiscent of the old Jim Crow
South. If the jury finds Kevorkian not guilty, he will
go free. However, the state law that has already been
deemed unconstitutional will still stand. Thus, a not
guilty verdict would be an ethical loss for Kevorkian.
A guilty verdict would most likely result in a successful appeal and a bigger victory for Kevorkian.
Thus, we side with Kevorkian's plea for the jury to
convict him. The ensuing appeal process would be
chaotic and tortuous. However, in this case, it is not
only the best way to right a wrong, but could possibly
result in the sort of landmark decision necessary to
force the state of Michigan to bring its laws back to
1994.
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Reagan 'Left' out of history
Since Ronald Reagan left office In January of 1969, the political Left has done everything In
Its power to rewrite the history
of his presidency.
The Left has always hated
Ronald Reagan. They hate him
because his presidency proved
that the liberal policies which
dominated public policy before
him were utter failures.
For the last 25 years the
moderate and conservative men
and women on the political Right
have focused their energies on
electing presidents and creating
and enacting new public policies
that work. We have been more
successful than we ever
dreamed.
But while we have been hard at
work, the losers on the Left have
been busily rewriting history. No
wonder we hear with increasing
regularity that the 1980s were a
decade of greed and Ronald Reagan Is at fault for just about everything.
But the facts belie the rhetoric
of the Left As a champion of
what is right and what is Just, I
must help to set the record
straight
The raw economic facts for the
Reagan years cannot be credibly
disputed. From 1982 to 1990 the
United States experienced 96
straight months of economic
growth, the longest peacetime
expansion in our history.
Twenty million new Jobs were
created, most of which were
high-skill and high-paying. Inflation rates fell from double-digit
figures to the range of two to
three percent per year, and interest rates also fell dramatically
and stayed down.
The stock market soared to record levels, nearly tripling in
value.
Government revenues, at the
federal, state and local levels,
nearly doubled, allowing for the
largest Increase in social spending In history.
We also financed an enormous
buildup in America's military
power, allowing us to stand up to

Copyright ©1994 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material in
this publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and
is published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the
summer.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in
columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG
News. Letters intended for publication must be between 200-300
words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone number and
University affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and all letters.
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the Evil Empire. Through this
policy of peace through strength,
Reagan ultimately caused the
fatal demise of the Soviet Union
and brought about the beginning
of the end of communism around
the world.
These are the facts. But at the
heart of attacks on the Reagan
presidency are attacks on Reaganomics. The Left consistently
misrepresents, and often flat-out
lies, about Reaganomlcs.
One of the great lies of the Left
is that Reagan claimed we could
reduce tax rates. Increase
government spending and balance the federal budget all at the
same time.
Let's look at the real record. In
September of 1980, Reagan did
call for substantially reducing
tax rates. Increasing defense
spending and moving toward a
balanced budget by 1983.
It was the logical thing to do at
the time, because nearly every
economic forecaster, Including
the Congressional Budget Office,
predicted large. Increasing federal budget surpluses for the
next five years.
In September of 1980, the economic consensus predicted a
federal deficit of $23 billion for
1981, a surplus of $2 billion on
1982, and surpluses of $50 billion
In 1983, $106 billion in 1984 and
$182 billion in 1985.
In the context of Bill Clinton's
liberal tax-and-spend policies
and the resulting huge budget
deficits of today, I know this Is
hard to Imagine. But it was reality m 1980.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
New name needed
forOlscamp
building
The BG News:

204 West Hall
Bowling Green Stale University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434034726
bgncws@andy.bgsu.edu

James
Walters

with food and housing benefits
Included In the figures, the poverty rate dropped to 11.6 percent
in 1988.
All of these successes are
noted without even mentioning
the dramatic triumphs Reagan
displayed In the foreign policy
arena, most notably the release
of the hostages from Iran just
after his Inauguration, to the
success he ultimately achieved in
bringing down the Soviet Union
Left.
"The rich got richer and the
and its domination of Eastern
poor got poorer," chant the
Europe.
bleeding hearts on the Left
What you have read in the parThe fact Is all income groups
agraphs above ia the truth about
experienced significant income
Ronald Reagan and his presigains from 1980 to 1989, despite
dency.
the 1981-1982 recession. For all
Simply stated, Ronald Reagan
U.S. households, the mean averInherited an economy which was
age of real Income rose by 15.2
m the midst of its worst crisis
percent - from $33,409 to $38,493 since the Great Depression. In
in 1990 dollars - from 1980 to
January 1981, the unemployment
1989, compared with a 0.8 decline rate stood at 7.4 percent, on its
from 1970-1980.
way to 10 percent.
The Left also Ukes to claim
Persistent double digit Inflasocial spending was drastically
tion pushed Interest rates to 21
reduced under Reagan, much to
percent Income of the average
the detriment of the poor in
American had been falling since
America.
1976.
Nothing could be further from
The outgoing president warned
the truth.
Total federal payments for In- of a bleak future, and America
dividuals rose from $344.3 billion had lost respect around the
world, seen as a power in decline.
in 1981 to $412 billion in 1989, In
That era essentially coincides
1982 dollars. This represents a
with the Carter Adminst ration,
19.7 percent Increase In spendwhich represents the last tune
ing.
liberal pol icles reigned over our
Analysis of these figures
nation (until now).
shows spending on programs
which provide Income, food,
Two years into Reagan's presihousing, health care, education
and training, and social services dency the economy began to reto poor families increased subcover. The recovery was strong
stantially - In constant dollars - and sustained, outlasting the
Reagan Presidency by two years.
from 1981 to 1989.
So began the decade in which
The Reagan years can hardly
America regained her sense of
be called a time of neglect of
pride, and reclaimed her rightful
poorer Americans. In fact, the
most persuasive argument of this position as leader of the free
world.
Is the decline in poverty Itself
during Reagan's years In the
Oval Office.
This Is the truth about Ronald
When Reagan took office the
Reagan's Presidency.
So, in sincere thanks to our Napoverty rate bad been rising
from 11.4 percent In 1978 to 14.0 tion's 40th President, I say, "God
percent In 1980. Within 18
bless you, Mr. President, and
months this trend reversed, and
thank you."

As a result, Reagan chose to
reduce tax rates and return the
money to whom It belonged - the
American people.
This Is a historical fact which
seems to have been forgotten by
many.
The simple fact is Reaganomlcs was enormously successful.
Yet the liberal Indictment of
Reagan and his policies have become a ritual-like chant for the

"Olscamp has been Instrumental in creating an environment for
excellence on this campus... Olscamp was also instrumental In
the process of approval and planning for this new classroom," according to Mahaney, president of
the Board of Trustees.
Can anyone answer me a question?
Has Mahaney been to BG recently? As for Olscamp being
"instrumental," well, if I was
building a monument to myself, I
would want to contribute as
much as possible to Its creation,
just as long as I still got paid for
it.
Yes, Mr. Mahaney, Olscamp
gets paid to be "Instrumental" In
bringing about this building.
Let's start off with the people of
Ohio, whose generous contributions, sometimes called taxes,
helped pay for this building. Let's
not forget moms and dads or
other family and friends as they

I

sacrificed and worked hard to
have money to give their children to send them off to college.
Finally, let us remember the
reason for the existence of this
building, and this entire campus
for that matter, the students.
Let's remember those students
who had to come up with money
for books and tuition, food and
board without help from our families, even when the all-knowing Financial Aid Office told us
our families were rich and that
we didn't deserve financial aid.
Let's remember those students
who had to put up with the rising
costs of tuition, tuition costs
which went up faster than the
rate of Inflation.
Olscamp doesn't deserve to be
recognized. He hasnt done anything to be honored. The students
who put up with the hassles
should be the ones to be honored.
It's our hard work and dedication
to this University that needs to
be recognised, not an overpaid
paper pusher who doesat even
want to give the students the
time of day.
But If this University must
name aaaetMt after Olscamp,
how about the i eat moms in the
University Union or the Rec

Center? That way, we can think find homosexual lifestyles licenof Olscamp as we wipe and flush tiously hedonistic and wrong.
As long as the term "homo' Steve Lake wood
phobe" is tagged oh to someone
who simply disagrees with the
Junior
homosexual lifestyle and agenda,
Management
I will proudly wear the badge.

Jeans Day:
Right goal,
wrong forum

The following ore excerpts from
Letters to the Editor in response
to the April 13 editorial "Jeans
signify equality for all."
The News thanks all of those
who responded.
I *ve gotten to know quite a few
people at this University that are
different from myself, that is not
to say that-1 support or condone
every action they choose to take
In this Ufa. That would be shortlighted and would show a lack of
maturity and I am certainly not
going to abandon a lifetime of values simply so I can become "open-minded."
Someone once said, "You have
to stand for sgsjtjflflag or you'll
fall for anything.'' As for myself,
I'll have to stand with the majority of the American populous and

Brad Baker
Senior
Graphic Design
"How, I ask, cau a practically
reflexive act be construed as
supporting any one cause or another? If the organizers of 'Jeans
Day' desire that people will decide to support homosexual
rights and equality, then rallying
behind an almost unconscious
dress code would seem to devalue any real commitment to the
If, because of my ignorance, or
because,I Just plain forgot, I
wore non-jeans on 'Jeans Day,' I
am immediately branded a 'homophobe.' Now what was It you
were saying about stereotypes?
Jeffrey Ohlmann
Graduate Student
Music History
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THEY
SAID IT
"If it hadn't been heroin, it would have
been booze or cappucino. Drugs were
just a small part of Kurt."
■Krist Novoselic, bassist for the band Nirvana, on
the suicide of Kurt Cobain.

ACROSS
THE STATE

Swimming with Sharks

Proficiency testing
under investigation
AKRON - A school administrator is under investigation for allegedly copying portions of a
ninth-grade proficiency test and
distributing it as a practice test, a
state official said Wednesday.
Claudia Speakman, an attorney
for the Ohio Department of Education, said David Feola, an assistant principal at Garf ield High
School, is being investigated.
She declined to comment further.
"It is an ongoing investigation,
and I don't know when it will be
completed," she said.
Feola could not be reached for
comment. He did not return a call
to the high school Wednesday.
The investigation began in the
Akron school district last school
year when another district's
superintendent found a teacher
distributing a practice test that
appeared to include parts of the
state proficiency exam, said
Karen Ingraham, a spokeswoman
for Akron schools.
That district was not identified.

Emily Scboop, left, and Laura Thomas, both of Wooster, Ohio, have
fun with the Universal Studios Florida's landshark parked in front
of the White House during a promotional tour In Washington, D.C.

"There are so many parts involved in the test that even if the
students saw a small portion of it,
it would not require invalidation
of their test scores," he said.
John Ware, an assistant state
attorney general, said he did not
know how many copies of the test
were passed out or who might
have received them.
If the state determines Feola
copied the test, he could face
suspension or revocation of his
teaching license, and oosslble
criminal charges, Ware said.
Judy Barbao, a deputy press
secretary in the attorney general's office, said Wednesday that
the agency would not comment
further on the matter while It
remains under investigation.

Religious views cause
for dismissal

FAIRBORN, Ohio - A part-time
instructor at Wright State University was relieved of his teach- '
in g duties after students accused
him of injecting religious views
into a class on evolution, the
school said Tuesday.
Dan Scott, 43, of Springfield,
The proficiency test is redeviated from the course curricAP PtiMo/Ktvln Kolciynikl
quired for graduation beginning ulum by expressing views of
with this year's seniors.
creationism, said Wright State
The landshark Is a radio broadcast facility on wheels used to proAkron school officials inspokeswoman Lynette Heard.
mote a new thrill ride based on Steven Spielberg's 197S movie
"He was inserting his personal
vestigated allegations that the
"Jaws."
religious views into the course
practice test originated with
Feola, Bill Spratt, Akron assistant content after being asked not to,"
she said. "And his personal religsuperintendent, said.
ious views were offensive to
"We sent all the data we had
collected to the state in the fall of some students."
Creationism, the Bible's ver1993, and it's really out of hands
sion of how life began, says God
until the State Board of Education makes a determination," said created the Earth and life on it.
"That was the requirement the end we had to have a cohesive Spratt. He would not say what in- Evolution says plants and animals originated and developed
vestigators found.
six months," said Bruce Blair, a
chain of command.
from pre-existing organisms.
Spratt said students who saw
former Strategic Air Command
the practice tests will not be peCompiled from staff and wire
officer who analyzed nuclear war
Compiled from staff and wire
nalized.
reports.
programs in the 1980s. "And at
reports.

ACROSS
THE NATION
Arnold divorce pending
LOS ANGELES -- TV star
Roseanne Arnold filed for divorce today from her husband,
Tom, a spokeswoman said.
Papers were filed this morning
for Mrs. Arnold, who is out of
town, said publicist Jennifer Allen.
The star of the ABC comedy
"Roseanne" took the action three
days after a shouting match reportedly erupted Friday between
the couple on the set of her series. The argument was reported
by the trade papers Daily Variety
and the Hollywood Reporter.
Tom Arnold is executive producer of "Roseanne" and also
stars in his own sitcom, "Tom,"
on CBS. Allen, of PMK public relations, which also represents
Arnold, said they had no comment from him.
The couple married in January
1990.
According to the Hollywood
Reporter, the Arnolds argued
over the parameters of a threeway "marriage" to the couple's
assistant, Kim Silva. The Arnolds
have described the "marriage" as
a publicity prank.
Mrs. Arnold fired Silva and
changed the locks to the door of
the couple's production office,
the publications said.
The Hollywood Reporter said
Mrs. Arnold also posted a security guard outside the couple's
Brentwood home. Daily Varfetysaid she stationed a guard outside Arnold's office.
"Roseanne" taped the season's
final episode on Thursday and the
events did not affect taping of a
pilot of "Cherry Street South of
Main," a new show produced by
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the Arnolds, the publications
said.
Arnold's series, "Tom," still
has four episodes to tape this
year. Mrs. Arnold is the show's
executive producer, but the
Hollywood Reporter said her involvement in the show is minimal.
Mrs. Arnold didn't make a
scheduled appearance on a local
television news broadcast today.
Daily Variety reported that she
planned to travel to Europe on
vacation.

Doomsday Project dies
NEW YORK - A supersecret,
$8 billion project designed to
keep the government functioning
after a nuclear attack has gone
the way of the Cold War, The New
York Times reported today.
The "Doomsday Project," as it
is known, will be abandoned, according to military officials
quoted in the newspaper.
With the project, the Pentagon
sought to create an unbreakable
chain of command for military
and civilian leaders that could
withstand a 6-month war, including a sustained nuclear attack on
Washington, D.C.
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University alum Conservatives Students score
dies in car wreck sponsor week in piano contest
by Robin COB
News staff writer
A memorial was held Monday
night for a woman who graduated
from the University with a
bachelor of arts degree in IPCO
and died recently in a car accident.
Tobi M. Burkhart died Thursday April 7 at Mt. Carmel Hospital in Columbus from injuries
received in an auto accident earlier that day. According to
Columbus Police, Burkhart was
involved in a single-car accident
on an Interstate-70 ramp to
Interstate-270. She was standing
outside her car when two people
stopped to help.
Darryl Thompson, 32, Columbus, was driving south on the
ramp when he saw the car broken
down. He attempted to drive his
vehicle to the right but was unable to due to another vehicle beside his. He then tried to stop,
lost control of his vehicle and it
flipped, sliding Into Burkhart's
car, which then struck Burkhart
and the men helping her.
A memorial was held Monday
night by the Theatre department
In Joe E. Brown Theater. Burkhart participated in productions
of "Lend Me A Tenor," "Working" and "Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat."
She played the lead role in "Lend
Me A Tenor" and sang in the
chorus for "Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dream-

coat" and "Working." She also
did the choreography for "Working" and was an angel in "The
Second Shepherds Play."
"It was something she did in
high school," Scott Regan,
professor of theater, said. He
said she pursued theater In college because of her love of it in
high school. "Not because she
wanted to pursue a career In
theater, but she loved it," he said.
Burkhart worked for two
summers as a dance captain at
Cedar Point. She worked in the
Centennial Theatre dancing for a
show called "Hot Hits of the
'90s." She performed six shows
daily, six times a week. Regan
said she was inspired to work at
Cedar Point after being in many
plays at the University.
Burkhart graduated from the
University last May. She was selected at the University as one of
six team leaders to coordinate retreats for Emerging Leaders, and
served on the executive board of
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority and
was named Outstanding Pledge,
Most Spirited.
"I never saw her without a
smile on her face," Ingrid Miller,
a Gamma Phi Beta member, said.
She said Burkhart had a lot of
spirit. "She was basically the
reason I joined this sorority,"
Miller said.

Burkhart was born in Bryan on
May 11, 1971. She was the
daughter of Sharon M. (Radabaugh) and Larry L Burkhart.

all their own

by Lawrence Htnnin
News staff writer
Right-wing students will unite on campus this week to stage Conservative Week, an event being sponsored by the Conservative Student Organization.
David Huthmacher, a member of CSO, said each day of the week
will spotlight a different issue.
Today will be Antl-Politically Correct Day. Huthmacher said students will be given duct tape to put over their mouths to protest the
alleged fear of speaking one's mind about certain subjects.

"Our views are often misrepresented or
taken out of context. Something like this lets
people know the truth about what we do."
Matt Nashka, a member of College Republicans.
Wednesday Is Earth Day. Members of CSO will be handing out
pamphlets stating their views on how to preserve the environment.
Thursday Is Heterosexual Rights Day. CSO is calling on people to
wear a shirt if they support straight rights. Huthmacher said the
main goal of this day is to show people how "silly" last week's
B-GLAD Jeans Day to support gay rights was.
Friday will finish off Conservative Week with a tribute to Ronald
Reagan. Clips of him while president will be shown In the University
Union Oval. Matt Nashka, a member of College Republicans, said the
main goal for Conservative Week was to let people know more about
what's going on.
"A lot of people don't know our side of things," Naska said "Our
views are often misrepresented or taken out of context Something
like this lets people know the truth about what we do." Huthmacher
said the main point of the week was just to have fun.
"I think this campus is primarily conservative," Huthmacher said.
We're just out to fool around and boost enthusiasm for the people that
stop by and see us."
Matt Fair, former president of the College Democrats, said he Is
critical of Conservative Week.

•• *

"I think it's an over-reaction by a lot of reactionary people," Fair
said. "I have serious problems with CSO's perception of some things.
Their heterosexual rights day is blatant homophobia - it's disgusting
and mocks the whole process of B-GLAD week. But then any group
who thinks Ronald Reagan was the greatest president of the 20th century obviously doesn't know what they're talking about."
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Two tHhramty students
mm awards recently at the
Mthmmml Corpus Christ! InHwatlBMl Oaaoarto Ownpedtkm faCorpw CMKL Team
OoDeje of MeatafJ Arts studs«t DaoM Bmo, a graduate
student majortng to violin performance, won honorable
mnttoa at the competition.
AUna Voiou, a graduate ■blase* majoring in piano performance, won the beet aconssaentaat award at the annual competition.
There is a little twist to their
victories, however - Sown and
Vo*cu are married.
The pair performed the
mlrd movement of the "Vtolln
Concerto" by Johannes
Brahnu and "Sonata" by Ottorino ReaeJajM at die competition.
Sxasz has won several music
competitions to Romania and
Italy, Including tint prize to

the 1979 and 1981 Romanian
National Music Competition.
He also won third prize to
the 1985 International Youth
Competition to Stress, Italy
and was a finalist and « recipient of the public prize to (be
1990 Victoria Gul International Chamber Competition hi
Florence, Italy.
Sxasz is also a former member of the Transytvaiuan State
Philharmonla and is currently
a member of the Cluj Graduate String Quartet at the University.
Votcu has presented recitals
to Romania, Hungary, Austria
and the United States. She has
also woo several music cocapet It ions Including finalist and
public prize to the 1990 Victoria Gul International Chamber Music Competition.
Sxaax and Votcu were among
22 oonteetanti chosen from IS
countries to participate to the
seml-flnet and final rounds of
the competition.

Benefit concert
to help children
by Angle Amsurgey
News contributing writer
A benefit concert will take
place tonight to an effort to raise
money for a student-organized
camping trip to help underprivileged children from the South
Bronx.
After visiting the inner-city
areas of New York with a class
last year, a group of University
students has organized a camptog trip to take place this summer in Pennsylvania.

They have been trying to raise
$7,000 to staff the camp.
The concert will take place
from 10 p.m. to 2 am. at Easystreet Cafe, 104 S. Main St It will
feature four bands, according to
Terese Switalskl, organizer of
the event.
State of Green, The Kind, Outta
Sorts and Rlbcage Houdinis will
each play for an hour, Switalski
said.
The doors open at 930 p.m. and
admission is $3.
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• 24 Ilr. maintenance
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Goodby Giant Grebe:
Ecology and Politics in Central America

Wednesday, April 20, 1994 - 7:00 p.m.
Martin Lecture Hall, Brewer Science Building
Book Sale And Signing Session To Follow Lecture
Dr. LaBastille is an ecologist and author of Woodswoman,
Beyond Black Bear Lake, Women and Wilderness, Assignment:
Wildlife, Mama Poc and The Wilderness World of Anne
LaBastille. These works focus on endangered wildlife, acid rain
tropical deforestation and women in wilderness professions.
She has received the Chevron Conservation Award, a Citation of
Merit from the Explorers Club and Conservationist of the Year
Gold Medal from the World Wildlife Fund.
When not travelingk, Or. LaBastille lives in a log cabin, which she
built herself, in the Adirondack Mountains.
Spontond by '/>• Unlvrilty of Flndtay Convocation* CommitIf ant
Woman* Sludltn Program.
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Featuring the largest selection
of name brand shoes
in all the hottest new styles
and colors for Spring!
Woodland Mall
(across from the cinemas)
352-1550

The best way to get home
is in a Hertz Penske truck.
That's because they're easy
to rent. Easy to drive. And
easy on the budget. No matter what size truck you need,
you'll get the one that's
just right for you.
Plus you'll get the Hertz
Penske promise of:
• Low Rates
• No Mileage
Charge
• Locations Coast
To Coast
• 24-Hr. Emergency

Road Service
• Full Range of Truck Sizes
• Oean, Smooth-Running
Trucks
• Many Trucks With Auto
Transmission and Air
Conditioning
For quality, comfort, cost
and convenience, no other
rental truck can
move you like a
Hertz Penske
truck.
Call for information and
reservations.

Hertz

THE WINNING TEAM: HERTZ PENSKE AND YOU.
ON CAMPUS PICK-UP
FOR ONE-WAY RENTALS
AVAILABLE MAY 4-7
(BY RESERVATION ONLY)
FOR RATES AND RESERVATIONS PLEASE CALL

2
CO

(419) 385-6623
OR
(800)222-0277
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© Mom Pmko Truck Una*. Inc. HIS
■tf»f oooty If ■»*!» retail only
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Link sponsors memorial wall Diocese wishes
to recruit clergy

the Victims Advocacy Program well said. "No one was put there
at The Link is sponsoring the ar- just from seeing their name in
rival of the Parents of Murdered the news."
Children Memorial Wall to the
Woodland Mall. Today and
The program sponsored the
tomorrow the Memorial Wall will Memorial because The Link volbe on display during regular unteers work with family membusiness hours.
bers who have had homicide in
their families and to "support
Julie Broad well, coordinator of those who we support through
the Victims Advocacy Program, the program."
said the purpose of the Memorial
Wall is to "pay tribute to those
The wall is at the mall as a prewhose lives have been affected lude to National Victims Rights
by murder or homicide."
Week designated from April 24 to
30. The Parents of Murdered
The names being displayed on Children organization wants to
the wall were put there by family bring publicity to the fate of their
members to commemorate those loved ones and to heighten
TfceBCNcwiAlMiWtlnncr
who have died. In addition to vic- awareness regarding homicide."
Woodland Mall patrons atop to check the names of deceased
tims, the wall also lists survivors
children at the Parents of Murdered Children Memorial Wall.
of attempted homicide, BroadRepresentatives from P.O.MC
and Victims Advocacy Program
her life. But for some, the loss of well said.
by Cynthia Kent
will be on hand during the disa loved one due to a violent crime
News staff writer
"[The families] decided to put play to answer questions and
can be more difficult to handle.
the victim's name on the wall on provide literature about their
Everyone has to deal with a
To honor murdered children. a total volunteer basis," Broad- programs.
family death sometime in his or

Newlove to run Society offers
for Democrats choicesfor pets
* Tan Stalls
News staff writer

Bowling Green landowner
Richard A. Newlove will run
for State Central Committeeman of the Democratic Party.
' 'Democrat* In our
Fifth Congressional
District
have
a
superb
choice for
State Central Commit
teeman ,"
said Allen R.
Baldwin, chairman of the
Wood County Democratic
Party.
The non-paid positions of
Democratic State CoramitIgsjajsjp and Conunitteewoman
will be elected at the May 3
Democratic Primary from the
Northwest Congressional District, which Includes parts of
14 counties.
''Frequently, these races are

overlooked," Baldwin said.
This Is unfortunate because
the committee Is the governing body of the Ohio Democratic Party for the next two
years."
Baldwin said the election for
these party offices takes place
against many other more visible races like those for governor and Congress. He said
voters have the tendency to
overlook other positions.
Newlove also believes this
position has the tendency to be
overlooked.
"This is not the type of office people are interested in,"
Newlove said. "I want to get
my message to the people."
Newlove said he has a lot to
offer the state. He has 25
years of experience in both
state and local government
and he said he has a good feel
for the district
"Newlove will be a spokesman for northwest Ohio,"
Baldwin said.

try Mtcolt PMtwch
News contributing writer

Despite a recent study winch snowed the number of young
people joining the priesthood and sisterhoods Is rtiir rwslng. Has
Diocese of Toledo will offer an Informative session for those Interested In pursuing vocations in the Catholic faith.
From July 22 to July 24 the diocese will offer a Life Awareness
Weekend for Catholic adult men and women between the ages of
18 and 45.
The Pilgrim House In Carey, Ohio will host the weekend of
presentations, group discussions, consultation, prayer and aerial
time, accoi ding to Sister Joyce Marie Bates, the associate director of the ministry and adult formation department for the Diocese of Toledo.
The goals of the weekend are to help the adults achieve an understanding of what it means to be a priest, sister or brother.
Bates said. The issikxi will also enable participants to explore
different vocational lifestyles In religion and determine the rewards and responsibilities of taking up a devoted religious life.
Bates added.
"I do believe that there are a lot of young men and women who
are waiting to be challenged, looking for something to mate
themstepoutofthemJunstre«mandmalwacommitiiMmt."sald
Father Herb Weber, pastor of St. Thomas More. "This weekend
will be a good opportunity to do it."
The Life Awareness weekend la sponsored by the Calling
Forth Team of the Ministry and Adult Formation Department,
the Vicar for Seminarians and the Serra Clubs of the Diocese «f
Toledo, Bates said.

"Women and men representing various religious •■■'- 'ties, along with diocesan priests, will conduct the weekend with
for putting the animals out and
the assistance of the Serran members," Bates said.
driving away," Spontelli said.
"It's sad because they'll be halfHJW '-frTtr -111 n-t TT prr—iimrl fnr snr rnmmlrnasnt ilm kit
For those students who are grown kittens and puppies with
the session since the weekend will be "a time to receive inforthinking of abandoning their pets their collars on and no one comes
mation and be open to the Spirit," she said.
after this semester ends, think for them."
again. Many more humane options are available.
Some pets
are found halfstarved and
wandering the
streets. Most
are taken directly to the
city pound
Please Rank (1-10)
Please Rank (I-10)
where they are
usually put to
Jeff Dunham
_ 4 Non Blonds
sleep within a week. Some aniJudy Tcnuta
Smashing Pumpkins
mals, if they are adoptable, may
be kept alive longer.
Paula Poundsionc
Ace of Base
According to Christy Spontelli,
a member of the board of direcBobcat
Goldlhwail
Inner Circle
tors for the Wood County Humane Society, many students
Pam Slone
Gin Blossoms
have no home for their pets once
school ends.
Carrot Top
Tori Amos
"Students, the ones that are
Dennis Leary
Counting Crows
harboring the animals their
mothers won't let them bring
George Carlin
Cranberries
home this summer, are notorious
Elaine Boozier
Indigo Girls
by Richard Lava
News staff writer

£k
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UAO Brings Acts To BGSU!
Who Do You Want?

Dennis Miller

They Might Be Giants

Other

.

Oihcr

Please return completed surveys to the UAO Office 330
Union by April 29.

Don't Miss World Renowned Research Biologist

EARTH DAY SPEAKER

Dr. James P. Ludwiq
«Mm> JftwOTM&tfa too tttfba (i£trcK>S L&Vu"

Dr. Ludwig is now engaged in researching the global distribution of
organo-halogen contaminants using albatrosses as the ocean surface samplers.
He has centered his recent activities on Midway Island in the Pacific Ocean. His
research on colonial shore birds in the Great Lakes basin has been cited in films
and print for more than 20 years. His studies have identified the extent of PCB
and DDT contamination of Great Lakes species.

Wednesday, April 20,7:30 p.m. Room 1007
Business Administration Building
FREE AND THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
Sponsored by the Environmental Action Group
The Center for Environmental Programs
The Canadian Studies Program

Funds provided by: Canadian Studies Grant Program
The Canadian Embassy
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Judge chooses guardian
for orphaned 2-year-old
by Lisa Cornwall
The Associated Press
ELYRIA, Ohio - A judge on
Monday awarded a Colorado
woman custody of an orphaned
toddler who could someday be
worth millions of dollars.
The decision to give custody of
Charles Hoffman II to Patrice
McMonigle of Evergreen, Colo., a
cousin of the child's father, is
almost certain to be appealed.
Three other couples had sought
custody of the child, known as
"Baby Chuckle."
Chuckle now is about 2 years
old. He was the sole survivor of a
May 1993 boat explosion that
killed his parents, Charles Hoffman and Maria Moss Hoffman;
his maternal grandparents, Denzll and Nancy Moss; and his
uncle, Denzil Moss.
Investigators believe gasoline
fumes ignited, destroying the
Hoffmans' 33-foot cabin cruiser
while it was docked on the Cuyahoga River in downtown Cleve-

land. Chuckle was pulled from
the water by an off-duty firefighter and suffered seconddegree burns.
The Hoff mans had not made a
will Their estate has been valued
at about $25,000, but lawyers say
a wrongful death lawsuit might
someday make Chuckle worth
about $10 million.
Lawyers for Mrs. Hoffman's
estate In January filed a lawsuit
against the boat maker, ChrisCraft Corp., and the maker of the
onboard generator, Onan Corp.
The case Is pending.
While the custody case was
pending. Chuckle lived with an
uncle, William Moss, in nearby
LaG range.
Moss had sought custody of
Chuckle, as had Moss' sister,
Theresa Moss Hall of BrooksviUe, Fla., and Hoffman's college
friend and longtime business
partner, Lawrence Morgan of the
Cleveland suburb of Strongsville.
Lorain County Domestic Relations Judge David Basinski

said McMonigle and her husband, John Gaudreau, could take
custody by April 30.
"The Judge, after IS days of
hearings, decided that they
would be the best caretakers for
the child," said James Deery, an
attorney appointed to represent
Chuckle's Interests.
Basinski was not in the courtroom Monday. Deery, who made
the announcement, said the judge
was out of town.
Deery would not discuss the
reasoning behind Baslnski's decision and said the judge's
24-page opinion would not be
made public.
Becky Blalr, an attorney for
McMonigle, said her clients were
delighted.
"But to maintain their privacy
and the privacy of the child, they
have asked us not to comment on
their reasons or Intent in seeking
custody," Blalr said.
She said the court order would
allow visitation by the other petitioners, but she would not pro-

vide any specifics.
McMonigle is a psychiatrist
and Gaudreau is an ordained
minister, Blalr said. She said she
did not know Gaudreau's denomination.
The case has drawn intense
public interest, but lawyers said
little during a brief news conference Monday.
'This involves a very small
child and we believe his right to
privacy outweighs the public's
right to know," Blalr said.
Hal Pollock, a lawyer representing Morgan, said his clients
were disappointed. The Morgans
argued that the Hoffmans told
them they were to raise Chuckle
if anything happened to his parents.
"We felt it was a very close decision," he said. "Both are fine
families, but we think the parents' wishes should be followed."
He said he would recommend
that the Morgans appeal the decision.

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
Sunday, April 24 - Thursday, April 28
Sunday, May 1 - Thursday, May 5

Bowling Green Microcomputer
Users Group

| BUST WESTERN.

Falcon Pla:

Introduces: The Power PC
from Apple Computer

inocpendenUy owntd fc opcr.ltd

across from Harshma/i Dorm)
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per night for a
single or double
room (plus lax)
&**"
• Early Check-in and Late Check-out time.* Continental Breakfast*
Coffee available 24 hours.
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reservations
this rate.

required.

7:00 P.M. Wednesday April 20th
095 Overman Hall
Public Invited
For info./callWaldemar Weber 372-7454

Present this coupon at check - in

Church settles
abuse charges
by John Nolan
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - A man who sued to accuse a Roman Catholic
cardinal of sexual abuse - and later dropped the allegations -- agreed to settle the remainder of his lawsuit against the Cincinnati Archdiocese and a priest, lawyers said Monday.
It was part of Steven J. Cook's healing process to go public
with the accusations he raised in his $10 million lawsuit Nov. 12,
said his lawyer, Andrew Lipton.
The amount of the settlement will be kept confidential, lawyers said. The defendants did not admit to any wrongdoing.
The settlement does not affect Chicago Cardinal Joseph Bernardin, who previously was dropped from the lawsuit.
Cook, 34, of Philadelphia, has said he has AIDS. He proposed
settlement talks because be wanted to avoid the stress of a potentially lengthy trial that was scheduled to start May 23 in Cincinnati, Lipton said.
"The stress of litigation has a bearing on his health. I think he
made the decision that many of his goals had been achieved,"
Lipton said. "For him, part of the healing process was definitely
public recognition, making this known."
Cincinnati Archbishop Daniel Pilarczyk said the settlement
enabled the archdiocese to save possible legal costs of $100,000
or more, at the expense of an opportunity to clear the defendants
before a jury.
"It was a trade-off," the archbishop told reporters.
Cook sued In U.S. District Court to allege that Bemardin and
the Rev. Ellis Harsham sexually abused Cook between 197S and
1977 when he was a high school student attending a program at a
Cincinnati seminary. The lawsuit accused Cincinnati archdiocesan officials of failing to protect him from the abuse.
Harsham was an Instructor at the St. Gregory Seminary in the
1970s, and Bemardin then was archbishop of Cincinnati.
Cook dropped Bemardin as a defendant Feb. 28. Cook said he
could not be sure If memories that arose during hypnosis were
accurate.
Lipton said Cook stands by his allegations that Harsham
abused him.
But the archbishop said those allegations had not been proven
and Harsham continues in active duty as a priest. Harsham lives
in suburban Dayton and works in the campus ministry at Wright
State University.
"We do not feel It is appropriate to remove someone from his
office based on unsubstantiated allegations," Pilarczyk said.
"The lives and the hearts of many people have been affected
by this lawsuit," he said. "Father Harsham, in particular, has
suffered much, as has his family and those to whom he ministers. I believe that Mr. Cook has suffered. He's a person who, I
think, probably believed what he said."

One of these high-speed, high-performance
machines can be yours for low monthly payments.
The other one Is just here for looks.

Lamborgbmi Diablo VTwitb leather interior, cool ubeets
and a really, really, really fast engine.

Power Madnlosb 6100/60 8/160 with an AppleColor
Plus 14" Display, an Apple Extended Keyboard II and mouse.

Right now, when you qualify for the Apple Computer Loan, you could pay as little analysis, simulations, video editing and much more. Without wasting time. If youU
like further information on Power
er Macintosh,
.HacimoMi, visit
visit
as $33' a month for a Power Macintosh! Its one of the
Power Macintosh lor $33 a month
your Apple Campus Reseller. You're
fastest, most powerful personal computers ever. Which
means you'll have the ability to run high-performance programs like statistical sure to find a dream machine that's well within your budget.

Applet

You can pick up a price list inside the
door, first floor Hayes Hall then call
372-7724 for a sales appointment.
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Falcons walk
past Eastern
over weekend
by John Boyle
News sports writer
It was rather fitting that BG's
final win of last weekend's series
against Eastern Michigan came
via the walk.
After all, the EMU pitching
staff handed out 29 free passes
and hit three BG batters during
the four-game set.
As a result,
the Falcons
(15-9 overall,
7-5 MAC) won
three of four
from, the Eagles (13-17
overall, 4-6
MAC) at Stellar
Field and
moved into sole
Schmltz
possession of
fourth place in the Mid-American
Conference race.
Despite EMU's propensity for
giving, the Falcons also earned
their fair share of runs.
In Sunday's nightcap shortstop
Mike Campbell's double to the
right centerfield gap scored
rightfielder Bill Burgei from
second and gave BG a 3-2 lead
after six innings. EMU countered
with a pair of runs in the top of
the seventh when freshman
shortstop Don DeDonatis hammered a Jason Tipple offering
over the right field fence.
"It was unfortunate that he got
a pitch up to the leadof f guy and
he hit it out of the park," head
coach Dan Schmitz said. "But,
hey, it showed a lot of character
of this team that we came back
and didn't quit."
That comeback came in the
bottom of the seventh inning.
Third baseman Mike Combs
delivered the game-tying RBI
when he muscled a hit over the
outstretched glove of EMU second baseman Dan Deak. A batter
later with first baseman Rob Kallage at third, EMU reliever Mark
Rutherford walked Burgei and
designated hitter Andy Tracy to
give BG a 5-4 game two victory
and doubleheader sweep.
Falcon relief ace Eric Stachler
(1-1) pitched the final two-thirds
in relief of Tippie to earn the victory.
In the opener shortstop Bran-

,V

don Carper's three-run homer in
I
the first staked the Falcons to an
early 3-0 lead. However, with BG
leading 5-0 after three, the Ea, *
gles started a comeback of their
own.
EMU erupted for four runs in
the fourth and one in the fifth off
BG starter Chris Boggs to knot
the game at 5-5. Tracy's leadoff
homer in the bottom of the fifth
gave the lead back to BG at 6-5.
Boggs (3-1) then settled down
and retired the last nine Eagles
he faced en route to his third
straight complete game victory.
"I thought Chris Boggs really
did a heck of a Job," Schmitz said.
"He battled the whole way and is
the type of guy who wants to finish his game."
BG and EMU split Saturday's
windswept doubleheader. The
Eagles won the opener 7-6 and
the Falcons garnered the second
game of the twinbill 16-15. The
wind blew out toward center and
right field and wreaked havoc on
both squads' pitching staffs.
"It was such a tough day
weather-wise," Schmitz said. "A
.-tough day to be a pitcher."
The two teams combined for 44
runs, 44 hits, 32 walks and eight
errors in the twinbill.
A six-run sixth Inning sparked
BG to a game two victory. Senior Bowling Green's Cory Miller swings and misses at an EMU offering,
reliever Brad Mast (1-1) pitched The Falcons didn't miss often as they took three out of four games
one inning to earn his first victory of the campaign. Stachler
pitched a perfect seventh for his
third save of the season.
Falcon reliever Scott Stalker
walked in DeDonatis in the top of
- not only in baseball --1 just had
the seventh to give EMU their by John Boyle
a bad week," he said. "This week
only win of the series. DeDonatis News sports writer
started off good and I had an
paced the Eagles with three hits,
"I'd really never heard of it, to equally good week after a bad
three runs scored and two RBIs.
BG middle reliever Bob Reichow tell you the truth," Falcon first one. The game goes in cycles and
baseman and designated hitter it's hard to get excited about
(1-2) was saddled with the loss.
Rob Kallage said upon hearing he having one good week."
But Kallage, as most opposing
The close series between the was named the Mid-American
two MAC rivals left quite an im- Conference's "Hitter of the pitchers would probably attest,
has had more good weeks than
Week."
pression on Schmitz.
Kallage was awarded the honor bad ones at the plate thus far this
"I tip my hat off to Eastern after posting an incredible week season.
His .402 batting average ranks
Michigan - they did not quit," he against MAC rivals Ball State
him fifth in the MAC batting
said. "That was definitely a and Eastern Michigan.
For the six-game week, he was race. He is third league-wide in
battle - you're talking four one14-21, scored 10 runs and had 12 RBIs with 30 and his four triples
run games."
runs batted In. A good week, Kal- lead the league. Kallage's 23
The Falcons return to action lage said, is really no reason to runs, 35 hits, seven doubles and
when they host non-conference jump for joy.
seven stolen bases are all team
foe Youngstown State today for a
"It's funny - last week I prob- highs.
"He's a prime-time player,"
ably had one of my worst weeks
2:00 p.m. doubleheader.
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from the Eagles.

Kallage MAC Hitter of Week
sometimes, but I wanted a
change."
"I missed so many games last
season that I didn't think I'd have
anywhere to come to play," he
said. "I'm glad they gave me a
chance to play up here."
Schmitz said that Kallage leads
the Falcons on and off the field.
"His leadership is the thing
that's really been the key to our
team," he said. "Unfortunately,
we're only going to have him for
one year. Rob's one of those guys
who leads by example on the
field and his presence is well-known in the clubhouse."
"I'm not much on talking," said
"I had seven major injuries the low-key Kallage, "but I try
down there," he said. "They kept and help the younger guys out
me out - I played with them with things.
head coach Dan Schmitz said.
"The guy loves to play the game.
He plays it the way it's supposed
to be played. He plays hard and
comes ready to play both physically and mentally."
Kallage splits time at first base
with Andy Tracy and generally
bats third or fourth in the BG
lineup. In 24 games this season,
he hasn't made an error at first.
He left the sunny climes of
Florida after playing three years
with Florida International. Injuries, the senior said, took their toll
and a change of scenery was
needed.

Tennis squad Men's tennis
searching for outlasts WMU
first MAC win
by Randy Setter
assistant sports editor

byGarrettWilkup
News sports writer
Even though the women's tennis team was only scheduled to play
against Ball State and Western Michigan last weekend, it had to face
a lot more than Just those two teams.
The Falcons also had to face their current conference losing streak
and the fact that the MAC tournament is in two weeks. Wins are desperately needed to get a good seeding, especially with the talent of
the top three teams from Western Michigan, Miami and Ball State.
The team has had to cope with the up and down play of junior cocaptain Erin Bowbeer because of her hampering back injury. Bowbeer has not been 100 percent healthy since the year started, and recently has been playing with severe pain.
With all this in mind BG went to Muncle on Friday and battled Ball
State, last year's runner-up In the MAC tournament. BG fell to the
Cardinals 6-3.
Picking up wins for BG was freshman Cindy Mlkolajewski, who
had the only Falcon singles victory, and in doubles action MikolajewsU and sophomore Patty Bank got the "W" at the second singles position. Also winning was the third doubles duo of juniors Kassle Hembree and Karen Micua.
While grabbing only three wins against Ball State, It was an improvement as BG got their first doubles wins against the Cardinals in
three years.
The problems continued for the ladles on Saturday as they traveled
to Kalamazoo and ware shut out by an even more talented Western
Michigan team, 9-0. The Broncos literally blew past BG in a 40 mph
wind that gusted up to 60m ph.
"It wasn't even playing real tennis," head coach Penny Dean said.
The wind was to bad, it really was a match of who could get to the
ball and actually hit a half -way decent shot into the wind."
"WMUls definitely the new team to beat this year," co-captain Erin
Bowbeer said. "They bandied powerhouse MAC Champion Miami
University 8-1."
•n,tBGNc-uRMiw.in..r
^j ^ ggy look for their first MAC win this weekend as they host
Bowling Green's Cindy Mlkolajewski warms up before a recent Akron University at 3:00 on Friday and long-time rivals the Universimatcb. Mlkolajewski was one of the lone blight spots on tbe women's ty of Toledo Rockets on Saturday at 1:00. Both matches are at Keefe
jennli team over tbe weekend.
Courts.

>

.

The men's tennis team edged a step closer to a higher
seed in the MAC Tournament
by beating Western Michigan
4-3 and losing to Ball State 6-1.
BG, 10-7 overall and 2-2 In
the MAC, was pushed indoors
to the Flndlay Racquet Club
due to the windy conditions
and pushed competitively on
the courts by the Broncos Saturday.
After dropping two of three
doubles matches, conceding
one point to Western Michigan, the Falcons had to
squeeze out the win in singles.
The number two doubles pairing Andrew Bonser and Seth
Dimllng produced the Falcon
doubles win, 8-4.
"We were disappointed with
the play of our doubles
teams," Morin said. "Doubles
is usually our strong suit and
we basically gave it to them
this weekend. Our singles
came out and got it done for
us."
Number one singles Jeff
Westmeyer and number five
singles Joel Tennan led the
Falcons with straight-set victories, with Westmeyer winning 6-3, 6-3 and Tennan winning 6-1,6-1.
Bonser, number three singles, overcame a 0-6 first set

loss and rebounded to win the
next two sets 6-2,6-4. Number
four singles Mark Ciochetto
also won in three sets 2-6, 7-6
(2), 6-4.
"They made a run late, but
we were able to close the door
at the end," Morin said.
On Friday, Ball State overpowered the Falcons, who felt
fortunate to take one point
from the Cardinals.
"We played under tough
conditions and didn't play as
well as we had hoped to."
Jim Snyder recorded BG's
lone point, winning number
two singles M, 6-2, 7-6 (2).
Only Dimling at number six
singles extended an opponent
into three sets, losing 4-6, 6-4
S-7.

At 2-2 in the MAC, BG is
looking to finish strong going
into the MAC Tournament in
two weeks. Standing in the
way of a strong finish is Akron
on Friday and Toledo on Saturday. Both matches are
away. .
"We should beat Akron and
Toledo, giving us three wins in
a row," Morin said. "We're
favored in those, giving us a
chance to move up going into
the tournament."
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Defensive lulls
lead to losses
br Chuck Mslwln
The Associated Press

double play too quickly and
dropped the throw from Vizquel, and the Royals went on
CLEVELAND - Jack Morris to score four runs in the inknows what it takes to win a ning on two-run hits by Bob
championship, and what he Hamelin and Dave Henderson.
saw from his new teammates Kansas City won 8-3.
over the weekend wasn't it.
Morris realizes he wasnt
"We're too good to be play- blameless, but he also knows
ing like this," Morris said. the Indians have to pick it up a
"It's cost us three ballgames."
notch if they expect to conMorris was the losing pitch- tend.
er Sunday as the Kansas City
"The base hit by Henderson*
Royals completed a three- busted it open," said Morris,
game sweep of the Cleveland signed by the Indians as a free
Indians, disappointing three agent after Toronto declined
big crowds at new Jacobs to pick up the 1994 option on
Field. The Indians had re- his contract. "Without those
turned home from a road trip two plays (the error and Henwith a 6-1 record and high derson's hit), we would have
hopes, which were quickly been in the game.
dashed by sloppy defense.
"The frustrating part is,
It was all too reminiscent of we're not playing the way we
a year ago, when the Indians can. We handed them three
committed the most errors in games, and that's not the way
the American League.
you win a pennant."
On Friday night, left fielder
Manager Mike Hargrove
Albert Belle threw to second cautioned against making too
base as Greg Gagne tried for a big a deal of the series of dedouble, but no one was cover- fensive lapses.
ing the bag. Although no error
"We're still the same ballwas charged, a run scored as club that was 5-1 and 6-2," he
the ball bounced away from said. "There are going to be
first baseman Paul Sorrento, times when we play like we
did in the first four games,
and the Indians lost 2-1.
On Saturday, Cleveland and times when we play like
shortstop Omar Vizquel - last we did the last two. Our talent
year's AL Gold Glove winner - will tell. The trick is keeping
committed three errors that these things to a short period.
"We know what went wrong.
led to seven unearned runs in
The people who failed ... are
a 12-9 Royals victory.
On Sunday, second baseman still good people and good
Carlos Baerga tried to turn a ballplayers."

AL
NL

East
Baltimore
Boston
Toronto
New York
Detroit

VV
6
7
7
6
4

I.
4
S
5
5
8

Pet.
.600
583
.583
.545
333

GB
—
.5
.5
1
3.5

Streak
Won 2
Won 1
Won 2
Lost 2
Won 1

Central
Cleveland
Milwaukee
Chicago
Kansas City
Minnesota

W
6
6
7
5
4

L

East
Atlanta
New York
Philadelphia
Florida
Montreal

W
13
7
6
5
4

L
1
4
6
7
7

Pet.
.928
.636
.500
.417
.364

GB
—
4.5
6
7
7.5

Streak
Won 6
Won 2
Won 2
Lostl
Lost 2

Central
Cincinnati
Si. Louis
Pittsburgh
Houston
Chicago

W
7.
7
6
6
3

L
4
5
5
6
8

Mud Hens
lose in 13
to Braves
by The Associated Press
TOLEDO - Jose Olmeda singled home Ramon Caraballo with
the winning run in the 13th inning as the Richmond Braves
defeated the Toledo Mud Hens
4-3 Monday in the International
League.
Richmond opened the scoring
in the second inning, with a
double by Brian Kowitz and a
single by Beau Allred each driving in runs. Jose Oliva hit his
fourth home run of the year in
the seventh to make the score 3-1
Richmond.
The Mud Hens came back
twice to tie, but never led. Bob
Higglnson's run-scoring single in
the second made it 1-1 and a tworun homer by Alan Zinter in the
bottom of the ninth, his second,
tied the score at 3-3.

Good Morning, Commuters!
Wake up and smell the
^^^fe

Every Wednesday in April,
free coffee and cinnamon rolls
will be served in the Bowl 'N Greenery p&

Pet.
.600
.600
.583
.500
.333

GB

Pet.
.636
.583
.545
.500
.273

GB
—
.5
1
1.5
4

Streak West
Lost 3 Oakland
Wonl California
Won 2 Texas
Won 4 Seattle
Lostl

Streak
Wonl
Lost 2
Lostl
Lost 1
Lost 4

W
6
6
4
3

L
5
6
6
7

Pet.
.545
.500
.400
.300

GB

2.5

Streak
Wonl
Lostl
Lostl
Lostl

West
W L Pet.
GB Streak
San Francisco 7 5 .583
—
Wonl
Colorado
5 5 .500
1
Won 3
Los Angeles 4 8 .333
3
Wonl
San Diego
2 11 .154
5.5
Wonl
Standing i through Sunday, not including Lie IUIM>.

Braves pitching still
dominating league
by Tom Saladlno
The Associated Press
ATLANTA - The Atlanta
Braves, who won the NL West
with a second-half surge last
season, have begun at an even
faster pace in 1994.
Before Monday night's game
with the St. Louis Cardinals,
the Braves were 12-1, and 10-0
on the road.
It's apparently no coincidence that since last July 20,
the day Fred McGriff joined
the Braves, the club is 63-18
(.778) and 39-7 on the road
(.848).
"He's definitely been a part
of it," said shortstop Jeff
Blauser. "He's taken the pressure off some of our other big
hitters and given us more of a
threat to score runs in a big
way."
Kent Mercker, the club's No.
5 starter, pitched a no-hitter
against the Los Angeles Dodgers on April 8. On Friday the
Braves set an Atlanta franchise record by scoring 19 runs
and getting 46 total bases
against the Chicago Cubs.
Through 13 games the
Braves were hitting .301 and
the pitching staff had a 2.34
ERA
"You wish for a start like
this," manager Bobby Cox said.
"I wish for it every season.

This Is the first time it's ever
happened."
Last season the Braves didn't
win their 12th game until May
1, when they were 12-14,4 1/2
games behind San Francisco.
With McGriff in the lineup
last season, the Braves went
51-17 (.750) and made up a
10 game deficit to beat out the
Giants for the West title on the
last day of the season.
This season, because of realignment, the Braves are now
In the Eastern Division.
"You always think you're going to win every night. Every
manager does," Cox said. "It
just doesn't happen."
The start is the Braves' best
since going 13-0 to start the
1982 season.
"It's just been good pitching
and a lot of hitting from our
young guys," Cox said.
Rookie Ryan Klesko, playing
left field in place of Ron Cant,
who broke his leg during the
winter and was released, leads
the club with four home runs.
He was hitting .366 with 11
RBIs.
First-year catcher Javier
Lopez led the club with 12 RBIs
and was hitting .286 with three
homers.

Deion Sanders, given the
center field job when free
agent Otis Nixon was allowed
to sign with the Boston Red
sox, was hitting .333 with a
couple of home runs and 11
RBIs and was tied for the
league lead in steals with six.
Third baseman Terry Peddleton was hitting .351 with a
pair of homers and 11 RBIs.
McGriff, the left-handed
power hitter, who has hit more
than 30 homers in six consecutive seasons, was at .319 with
three home runs and 11 RBIs.
Greg Maddux, who has won
two straight Cy Young Awards,
is 3-0 with an ERA of 035; Tom
Glavine, who is seeking a
fourth consecutive 20-game
season, is 2-0 with a 2.45 ERA;
and Mercker is a perfect 2-0
with an 0.56 ERA.
"Pitching is the one thing
that's going to be a constant,"
Blauser said. "We sort of expect that. The run production,
however, has been surprising."
For Charlie O'Brien, a catcher who played for the New
York Mets last season when
they lost 103 games, it has been
a whole lot more: "It's like going from hell to heaven."

from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. (whilesupplies last).
This week's hosts are:
Parking & Traffic and Campus Safety a Security
l-iicli week ;i dilTcrCill campus office will be hosting Good Morning, Commuters! These
offices will he on hand lo answer your questions and ask your opinion1.

Come alone or bring a friend!!
.S|«»IMH,-,I
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One low price of

Now you can get

The Key
Yearbook from all
four of your
glorious years
here at BGSU!
...Or complete
your set!

•Hurry! Back
issues are limited.

Order Form
Name_
Address.
Phone_
SS#

1991 1992_ 1993_ 1994.
Return to 28 West Hall

•Billed to Bursar
Order all four Keys for $44.95 or
complete your set. Back issues
are $10 each.
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Ojeda rocked Jordan hits sctfely again
in first outing
by David Drosehik
The Associated Press

by Harry Atkins
The Associated Press
DETROIT - You don't have
to be a baseball fan to appreciate the way New York manager Buck Showalter reacted
after Bob Ojeda's first start
for the Yankees.
In case you missed it, Detroit Jumped on Ojeda for four
runs on four hits and three
walks in the first inning Saturday. He had to be lifted for a
relief pitcher after retiring
just two batters.
"I haven't seen Bob in a long
time," Detroit manager
Sparky Anderson said. "But he
surprised me a little, because
he threw four curveballs. He's
usually a fastball and changeup pitcher.
"But you have to remember
this is his first start this
season. You hope he'll take the
ball and do better his next
start."
The Yankees eventually tied
the game 4-4, getting Ojeda off
the hook, then the Tigers won
it 5-4 in 11 innings.
Some managers might have
been less understanding than
Showalter. The Yankees are
not a team that suffers lightly.

A month later, Ojeda underwent arthroscopic surgery
to his pitching shoulder, unrelated to the boating tragedy.
He was finally activated Aug.
8 and made his first appearance of 1993 that night.
Ojeda finished the season
2-1 and became a free agent.
Nobody beat his door down
and Ojeda signed a minor
league contract with the Yankees. They invited him to
spring train with the big
club, giving him a chance to
earn a spot on the roster.
He went 2-4 in spring training exhibitions. Showalter
liked what he saw. But, since
the Yankees wouldn't need a
fifth starter for a few weeks,
Ojeda stayed in Florida for extended spring training, then
pitched a game for Triple-A
Columbus before being recalled.
A 30 mph wind was blowing
in Tiger Stadium. The first
Detroit batter Ojeda faced,
Tony Phillips, homered and
the rout was on. Ojeda, to his
credit, made no excuses.

"Bobby is going to pitch better for us, I'm sure," Showalter said. "But he just never
could get into the groove and
they jumped on him. We think
Bobby's got a chance to win
here, and that's why he's getting the ball."
Ojeda, of course, is compeling copy. He was the only survivor of a Florida boating accident March, 22, 1993, that
took the lives of two Cleveland
Indians teammates.
Beer and vodka were found

■OLVIfi

ZEBULON, N.C. - Michael
Jordan, may be hitting .300, but
that's not what's catching the eye
of Birmingham Barons manager
Terry Francona.
Francona, a former big
leaguer, said the ex-NBA star
may have the ability to become a
big-time base stealer.
Jordan extended his hitting
streak to five games Sunday
night, going 2-f or A with a stolen
base in his return to his home
state as a professional baseball
player.
Jordan is now leading the Barons In hitting (.304) and stolen
bases (4) two weeks into the

aboard the power boat that
rammed a dock on Little Lake
Nellie, killing Steve Olin and
Tim Crews. Ojeda, who was
slouched down in the seat of
the boat, had scalp lacerations.

"It wasn't the weather," he
said. "I just didn't have it."
Someone suggested that
perhaps the long layoff had
taken a toll. Ojeda rejected
that theory, too.
"I was 100 percent ready to
go out and do the job," he said.
"I just failed. I'm not happy
about it, but it's a long year."

i

"I think he has a chance to be a
very good baserunner, not just
above average, but very good,"
Francona said after the Carolina
Mudcats rallied in the ninth for a
4-3 Southern League win.
"He's got great instincts. He's
already showing great instincts
and he's only played eight
professional games."
Even when getting picked off
first after his second single, it
took six throws to get the elusive
Jordan out.
"I got out there a little bit too
far," Jordan said of his mlscue on
the basepaths. 'I knew he had me
picked off so I just tried to get in
a rundown to see if they would
make a mistake. In the mix there,
APphMo/KariDrbUkcr I thought I got interfered with. It
Birmingham Barons' Michael Jordan visits North Carolina, bis borne was a dumb mistake when we are
state, with the Barons to play the Carolina Mud Cats. Jordan currently trying to score runs."
Jordan has gone 7-for-23 after
leads the Barons with a .304 batting average, his four stolen bases are
also tops on the team.
American Red Cross

< if "itr Toledo Area Chapter
227; Collingwood HI. .1
Toledo. Ohio 43620

by Paul Rudnick
April 20 -23 at 8 pm
April 24 at 2 pm

Ul«d. Night

D.R.'s Personal Transportation Service
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1
2
3
4

Person
People
People
People

West Cleveland
$90.00
$50.00 ea.
$40.00 ea.
$30.00 ea.

East Cleveland
$125.00
$ 60.00 ea.
$ 50.00 ea.
$ 40.00 ea.

*

Collage I.D. Night
- no cover with valid I.D.
FREE SECURE PARKING

Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Reservations 372-2719

Graduation
Messages
Let your friends know how much you'll miss them with a Graduation message made especially for
them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. You can even add color (orange or
brown) to your message for just $5 to make it extra special.

Size Choices

Fare based on one destination point.
Service between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. add $20.00
Reservations Call 352-5793
Dan Rodesky - owner and operator - limited luggage

Something on your mind?

If CELEBRATE
EARTH DAY!!
I
f
*
*
#
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I*
*
*
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ACOUSTIC CONCERT
• different musicians!
• different music types
•April 21,1994
11am-5pm
under the Student
Services overhang
• open to the public!

For more
information

caller at

# 2-7164 or 2-2343
*
*
#
*********************************

HELP!

The Off-Campus Student Center is looking for
knowledgeable, enthusiastic, energetic, students
to volunteer as peer group facilitators for the
Commuter Pre-Registration Meetings this summer.

Classified Ad
3 line minimum

800 per line

I

*********************************

Rusty Cogc Alternative Music
Ihurs. Night

DOWNTOWN/TOLEDO
209 N. SUPERIOR STREET
SUPERIOR AT JEFFERSON
PHONE: 243-5911

- W////////////////^^^^^

(419)248-33)1

I HATE HAMLET

seven games, but Francona admitted Jordan still needs improvement in the hitting department.
"Every time he takes a round
of BP and it's not a good round,
we're not ready to give up on
him," Francona said. "He has a
lot to learn and he knows that.
He's willing to be patient and
learn, so we are willing to be
patient also."
After taking the day off Saturday night, Jordan was back in the
lineup batting seventh and playing right field, drawing an overflow crowd of 8,045 to Five
County Stadium.
After falling behind 0-2 and
bouncing weakly to second base
his first time at bat, Jordan
smacked a sharp single to left
Held in the fourth, and his lazy
fly to right fell in three innings
later.
It was Jordan's second multihit game. He has all singles.
"I haven't proven anything,"
Jordan said about hitting .300.
"It's still early. I'd like to do it
consistently. Talk to me at the
end of the year and-if I'm there
then, it's a great accomplishment."
Jordan had an uneventful day
in the field, his only chance a
one-hop single, which he fielded •
cleanly. He was taken out in the
bottom of the ninth for defensive
purposes, but Randy Hood's error on a liner ended up costing
the Barons.
"(Jordan's) not our best right
fielder, defensively," Francona
said of the switch.

Marc and Brian,
Wa are so sorry to see
you go! Well miss youl
Good Luck!
ThtCrew

Deadline - Tuesday, April 26 • 204 West Hall • 5PM * Publication - Monday, May 2

Pick-up a peer group facilitator application at the
Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center.
105D Moseley Hall, or call us at (419) 372-2573.
Applications muit be relumed by Friday. April 29th.

Be a part from their start!
f

Classifieds
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CAMPUS EVENTS
■O.S.E.A. PICNICALL MEMBER9 are invited lo the OS.E>.
Picnic
Where: B.G. City Park
When: Sat. April 23
Time: 1pm-5pm
'Please bring a covered 0 sn
Hope to see you thsrs lor
k>i> ol 'ooo I kinll
• O.S.E.A. BOWL-A-THON •
Is Friday April 22 from 7pm - 10pm In the Union
Bowling AlHy. Good Lucftl

MM AUTO EXPO
Union Oval-April 21 k>22
Sponsored by Pi Sigma Epsilon
AMA
can Marketing Association
Speaker:
Mr. Tim Dirnm
MID AM BANK
Targeting Strategies/Services Marketing
- T-esday. Apnlt 9th
7:30pmBA112
FORMAL MEETING
AT»I

ATTENTION WATER SKIERSII
Itl mtg. ol the year means Election ol New
Oflioera
New Members Welcome
Tuee. April 19 9:00 pm 109 BA
For more ink), call Mark Bell 447-2679
Come Join The Funl
'
BGCTM
E lectons and FREE PIZZA tor
all membersl Tuee. Apnl IB,
7 00 PM'33 ISC GET INVOLVED:
BECOME A BOOTH OFFICE P. I

PotHlcalCorradnaM
(■iiimuDiy!
Coma hear Dr. Richard Ztlltr
Spe *k out aoairtat Polttcal CorrtcinMs

Ons or Two fsmale subktasera tor summer '94.
Across from campus. $1S0/monrh. Call
353-2223 (Ask tor Kristin).

BOTT • BOTT • BOTT • BOTT
Tonight 9:00 pm 112 BA
Sponaorod by CSO
IRISH CLUB END Of THE SEMESTER
BLOWOUTIM
TONIGHT 9:30 103BA
Sweatsrins. Si. Patrick, Iraland SixJes
Find Out About Tha Cookouil Bo Tharal
"I'm a rambler and a gamblar and a
long way from homa..."
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
Meeting tomorrow at 7:30 m 104 BA. Kathy
Kozy will diacuu her position as PR Director
tor V/TGE TV. Toledo.
WOMEN IN COMMUNrC ATI ON3
Tonighl is Never Again's
last meeong of the year!
Meet in the Union Bowling Allay
at 9:00 pm. See you therel

SERVICES OFFERED
ATTENTION STUDENTSII
Uncertain where you will find employment after
graduation or summer break? Call:
(419)537-7327 24hrs a day. tor an amazing recorded message Ihat reveals details.
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE A CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy teats, support A information. BG Pregnancy Center. Call 354 HOPE.
SKYDIVE B.G. opening tor classes Saturday
April 16. Season opening special First-jump
course through April onfy $100 each. Visa A
Mastercard 352-5200

PERSONALS

Only 890 a rnonth: 1-2 subtsaasrs for summer. Only need to pay tor May. June. A July.
August is already paid tor. 2 bedrooms. If interesied. csl 352-6334.

...THE BEST HAS YET TO COME

BETA 5O0,1884

Subleaser needed from June-Aug.
Own room in house across from campus.
Call 353-2131

FALLPART-TWEJOBI!
tS.S0AV.al Ml
Manufacturing firm needs students lo work:
10am-1pmM-For
1pm-4pmM-F
Must work same shift Mon. - Frl.
Stop by Co 00.238 Admin, to apply.

Subleaser needed for summer
Share house w/1 or 2 guys: own room
A/C, big yard, 2 blocks to campus
CalEnc© 354-2906
Subleaser from June to August. Own room,
dose to campus, unfurnished. Call 353-7709.

H YOU have found a Summer yak
that Is ratatsd to your Major
or Career Goals
Stop by the Co-op Office
to regleter for "Co-op 040" notation.
GET IT ON YOUR TRANSCRIPT!!
Quest lone: 372-2451
I ars FREE.

Subleasers needed Mey through August
2 bedroom Apartmont, Unfurnished
Pay only June and July!
Call 354-1209

KAPPA * VIP8 * KAPPA
Ths Ims is almost hsre A ths long await will bs
worth it. Your sisters ars behind you A want
you all to keep reaching for the stars!!
KAPPA-YiP3-KAPPA

Summer roommate needed
Si50amonth
BeauDful house, own room
Can Karin at 354-2704

Summer roommate needed.
Nice apartment. $17S/mo.
Call Dan at 3S4-0122.

Summer roommate needed. $i20/mo. Own
room in 2 bedroom apartment. Shuttle. Call
Samiro at 353-0172.

KKG-KAPKAP-KKG
KAPKAPaays:
its coming Tuesday.
Wear your tellers
Gstrssdytortun.
llpm -We'll show who's si
BE THERE"' THE KKG HOUSE "

Summer Subleasers Needed 1
Great house on comer across from Mark's and
Founders. Rent nag. Call 353-5484.
Summer Subleaser Undid
Lg. 2 bdrm. Apt. ON, ArC, pool
VllegeGreen Apis 354-3533

KKG-KAPKAP-KKG

Bowling Green
Microcomputer Users
Introduces the Power PC
From Apple Computer
7 00 PM Wednesday. April 20
095 Overman Hall
Public Invited
For Information call
Waklemar Weber 372-7454

• CO Players • CO Players • CO Playera •

KKG'KAPPA* KKG

ATTENTION ALL GREEK CHAPTERS:
Don 1 target that you are all Invited to see
Ins sward winning acting troupe
Cultural Diversity Players
TONIGHT AT 115 EDUCATION
Come and bring a Mend!!

• Beta 500 •
•Beta 500•Beta 500It'e A Kappa Thing
-Beta 500• Beta 500 •
'Beta 500'

HELP WANTED
250

COUNSELORS A INSTRUCTORS
needed!
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG.
Kensworth, NJ 07033 (908) 276-0998

COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
•Dedicated to the ideal! ol the Party
of rhe People "

MEETING TONIGHT - 9:15 pm 202 Education
E veryone Welcome I
Cyclists: there will be an organizational meeting for Cycling Club tor the 94-95 season in tie
BA building on Monday. April 25 in room 105 at
8:00 pm. It you have any Questions, call Ru at
372-1475. The goal is IO have a team and do
collegiate racing.
FREE KARAOKE
HGSU MEN'S CHORUS
36-hour Kareoke-A-Thon
Union Oval
Starta Monday at *:M AM

• GAMMA PHI BETA BALLOON SALE •
Let someone know you think
they're great will a bouquet ol
balloons. G Phi B Balloon Sale
Men. Apr. 18 • Trur. Apr. 21
Delivery on April ?3
' 1 balloon
75
•3baJoons...1.7S
•5basoons...2.75
•obakxms 3 75
• 10 balloons « 50
* Bouquets must be delivered to the Same personl Tables are at Math Science A Education
buildings 10am -4pm. See you therel
• GAMMA PHI BETA BALLOON SALE '

Good Morning. Commuters I
Good Morning, Commuters!
Good Morning, Commuters I
Wed.. 4/20 from 8:00 am • 1000 am in the
Bowl N Greenery, en|oy tree coffee * cinnamon roils [while supplies last). Reps, from
the Parking A Traffic and Campus Safety A
Security win be on hand to answer questions A
discuss their services.
Interested in organizing a positive counter KKK
rally celebrating diversity? Come to Rm. 101
BA Thurs. Apnl 21 fromBpmto11 pm.
PRAIRIE MARGINS • ON SALE TOOAYi
Education Blog Stops
Only S3 00

SAVING THE BEST FOR LAST...

.NOTHING ELSE EVEN COMES CLOSEI

THE BROTHERS OF BOTT

KAPPA-BETA-KAPPA

WANT TOW-SHALL

Together We Are Barter'
Together We Win Beam

OOOO LUCK M THIS YEARS

Jute. Robin, Lisa, Amy A Hotty,
You ladies are the beat spring pledges of KKG.
The year is almost over A the secrets will soon
be revealed We love you fabulous five with HI
ol our hearts'"
KAPPA ' PLEDGES ' KAPPA

WANTED:

KAPPA-SENIORS-KAPPA

KNOWLEDGEABLE eninusiaiDcenergetk.
students to volunteer as peer group facsitators
tor Pre-Reg igB4. Pick-up an application at
the Off-Campus Student Center. 106 D
Mosslsy Hal I. or eel I (4! 9)372-2573

Hey Sentorsllt is your week.
The best Omo of being greek
The house has planned some outrageous fun.
Cuz we know are KKG seniors are (1.

CENTER FOR CHOICF II
Confidential Health Care For Women

^'NafmJK**1!
146 NORTH MAIN - BOWUNG G«EEN

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal *
support
16 N.Huron
Totedo.OH 43604
1-600-589-6005

BLACK STUDENT UNION
Jackson-Tolli ver Award
I Applications available In 424 Student Services Bldg.
I Criteria: must be a Black sophomore with a 8.5 or
I above G.P.A.
I Applications are due at the Multicultural Affairs Office
by April 20, 1994

)N_

SUMMER COUNSELOR-'LAST CHANCE"
MALE-BASKETBALL
BASEBALL-TENNIS
OUTSTANDING NYS CO-EO
RESIDENT CAMP
KENNYBROOK • 19 SOUTH WAY
HARTSOALE, NY 10530
914493-3037

Accepting applicaDons at Kaufman's Downawn tor daytime waitstaff. Starting immediately 1030-4:30. Apply in person 4 pm Monday - Thursday.

FOR SALE
■79 Cadillac Eldorado 350 V8
fuel mj. Loaded. $2500/neg.
353-4941

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bedroom apts. furrvunfum. 9 A 12 month
leases. Campus shuttle, heat induded.
WINTHROP TERRACE352-9135

1980 Audi 4000 Call S6S0211, Ask for Tim
or Linda. Engine rebuilt, new tires
battery. All, A more

1964 Ford Tempo: 5 speed
Good eond. Great MPG
$1200353-2319
1968 Honda Interceptor VR 250. Great shape.
I*e new. Call 3535031.

2 subleseers needed: 1 tor tall and spring. 1 tor
fall semester only. 3 bdrm Townhouse.
Iioovmo located on S. College A MA.
372-8774 (Aak tor Amy).

Now leasing
1-2-3 bedroom apartments A houses
354-8800' We do allow pets.

NOW LEASING
For Summer- Fall
1 bdrm. fum. Grads. 601 3rd St.
2 bdrm. fum. 704 Hi St.
2 bdrm. unfum. 7,0 70, St.

Loveseat. 2 chairs and 2 twin beds.
Prices negotiable.

3534005
Dennis or Kay Marten
3S2-344S

Mountain Bike: TARGA CfGNAL
$150 (less than a year oW)
Call Todd 372-6240.

One bedroom apartment.
128 S. Summit for Summer 1994.
1-267-3341

OW Fender jazz bass and Peevey concert
400 series amplifier. Price negotiable.
Call 352-4728.

Room A Board • 1 mile from college

$250

Co Saga Pro Painters

Woman's Gucd Watch
For Sato tor $200, paid $325

Call 354-6117
Stihtsase 2 bdrm. Apt $400/mo. * utilities.
May • August 6. A/C. pool, volleyball court
Pets welcome. Please call 352-2225

Call 353-6028

Summer 5* - 6/6: 2-4 subleasers tor huge.
fum, 2 bdrm. Call us. make an oiler A we'll
compromise. Ask for Jen or Down, 354-5013.

FOR RENT

f Storage Unas Avaaabta
Manyslree. Why haul ft home? May 1 -Sept.
1. leaaa near campus. 362-1620 Buckeye
Storage

1 bedroom apartment tor rani Recently remodeled. does to campus. Cal 352-3095.

Two badroom house, completely remodeled
wfeashsr. dryer. Available May 1,1 yr. lease.
Scott Hamlem. Cal evenings 383-3993.

3 sublessors needed. Large 3 bedroom house
Available In May. Cheap rsnti Call Jsnna at
363*307.
Female roommate nasdsd ASAP to sublease
through summer. SlStVmontfi, ArC. own
roam, apartment to yourself much ol the tJme.
Please call 382-8661.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED tor graduate
apt next veer. Senior or graduate student preferred Academics la priority but can sel relax.
New srsvrnent ■ csl Mas »363-0a28.
Mala mnmmass neaped tor 94/B6 school year.
EsceSerrl apartment with own room. Call Meut
al 353*021

SIMMER STORAGE-CLEAN, DRY, SECURE

CRWM StwTC WRING
• E am up IB $2,000 pJu s/month
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
Summer A Ful-Tlmeemploymentavaileble.
No ospsrtsnce nacassary.
For Into, cat 1-206-634-0466 em. C5S44.

1

Earn over $ioo/hr.
Processing our mail at home.
For Into, cal (202) 310-5666.
Envtronmental Activists
OETAREALJOil
Are you conservalve. study, seeking a cushy
seat too. A afraid to rock tie boat? READ NO
FURTHER! We're hiring activists.
Earn money tor school while devoting a summer IB campaigns tor pesticide reform Great
Lakea protection A energy efficiency.
jSOOrallli to start. 1 30-10 00 pm Mondays'. 241-7674 tor int. Summer A permanent
Hm*G COOKS AND SERVERS - CAMPUS
•OLLYEYES-APPLY M-F. 2-4 IN PERSON
ONLY.
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 440 E. COURT ST.

J-asarApsflnvsras
The Highlands
1 A 2 bed spacious. AC for the discerning uppordass and graduate students. Furnished
and unfurnished. Start at $350/mo 354-6036.

Loft lor sale.
Asking $100
Ask for Dave at 372-1171

Painters needed tor Exterior House Paining
Has summer in the east Cleveland/suburbs
area. For application and/or Into, cal Nick at
372-1651 or leave menage

lURNCASrlrNCWSSandbepartofarvsw"
and escitjng business. Fresh. Soph on tie
Deans List needed. Into. mtg. Tuee. and Wed.
4/26, 4/27 from 730 to 8:30 pm m BA 103 II
unabto to atlsndcssl Jeff at 353-3109.

600 Third SI.
Now renting for 1994-95
(12 moysch. yr.) A Summer "94
Fully furnished 1 BR A 2 BR Units.
Excellent location Reasonable rales
Cal, 352-4966 or stop by
rebijeoVig.fiO

Headless Bass A Yamaha Amp
350
Call Damon al 352-7790

CRUISE LINE - entry level on board positions
aval sola summer, year round. Greet benefits.
free travel. (613) 226-6476.

2 female eublsesera tor apartment one block
from campus. Furnished, central sir, laundry
lac S375 (nag.) par person lor summer Can
Meredith or Kelly 352-6480.

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.

1963 Otdsmobile Cutlass Supreme Brougham.
light blue, V-6, power brakes A steering. Automatic trans. Good body conrjoon. runs very
good. To many new parts to list Call Jeff at
353-9224.

Small Couch, great condition
Price negotiable
Call 372-5107

COUNSELORS WANTED: Tnm down fitness,
co-ed. NYS camp. 100 positions: sports, crafts,
many others Camp Shane. Femdale, NY
12734(614)271-4141.

Furnished Apartments. East Evers. Leasing tor
summer and fall Uolibes furnished except electric 689-3036.

1962 Toyota Supra. Auto, good condition, sunrool. runs great. 82.950. Call 354-7202.

WANTED

2 lemale subleasers needed tor 94/SS school
yaw. Vary close B campus. HBO/mo (Induces utilities) Can 372-1832, ask tor Colleen
or Came.

5 Bedroom House tor sublease. 303 S. Summit. Available starting May 15-Aug. 15 (Neg.)
Rent neg. ♦ ual. Ceil 372-5644 or 372-4340

Wendy's 1504 E. Woostor St. now hmng.
Corns si Wednesday. Apnl 20 between 2-4pm
tor a guaranteed interview or apply anyome.
Day shifi/mght shift/full time/pt.
tirraySumrnaf amptoyment available.

Ms.

1 bedroom apt. available May 15 Perfect tor
grsd. student or single profestionsl. Cal
3S4-421S.

451 Thursnn Aprs 106 A 119. Efficiencies, furnished. Call John Newlove Real Estak) at
354-2260.

AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. EARN BIG
AM A TRAVEL THE WORLD FREE' CARIBBEAN.
EUROPE, ETC
SUMMER/PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
GUARANTEED SUCCESS! CALL |9i9l
929-4398 EXT. C76

CC«av»ELC4»*-rN8TRUCTORS needed! 100
poeWonol Coed summer camp. Pocono

• TWO SUMMER SUBLEASERS WANTED'
Own room m house between campus and bars'
Low renllCail 2-4439 or 2-4531 SOONI

3530325 - Carry Rentals
Avail. '94 95 school year • fully fum.
All units • 2 sem. • 9 pymni lease
321 EMerry-New6bedrm.apt.2fl btha
3091/2 E. Merry - single rooms for males
Locations available for Summer.

APARTMENTS WITHIN HOUSES FOR RENT
ONE YEAR. ACADEMIC YEAR, A SUMMER
LEASES AVAILABLE Stove 6 relngeraax induded Tenants pay all utilities Please call or
stop in John Newlove Real Estate for lease
dales A rates 354-2260
706 Second St. Apt. A - 2 BR lutn.
211 S. College Apt. B - fum. efficiency
211 S. College Apt. C -1 BR turn.
256 S. College Apt. A - 3 BR untum.
256 S. College Apt. B - 2 BR unfum.
2S6 S. College Apt. C - unfum. efficiency
S30 E Merry - 3 BR parity fum.
530, 2 E Worry. 1 BR

PA. Good salary 11peI (906) 869-3336.

Graduaie sejdent seeks room tor to! semesssr
only. Cs> Jeff at 363-B224.

Countdown to
Graduation!

Summer camp staff position open. SasingrCanoeing Instructor. Located on Lake Ene
at Conneaut. OH. Skills A experience important. Red Cross cerDficaDon or equivalent helpful. Cell (218) 984-9732 collect, ask for Camp
Director.

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
Summer Job: Exterior House painting in
Toledo Area. Cal 1-361-0623 tor application

"One to.."

3 bedroom apartment.
Available immediately.
354-6800' Wedoallow pets.
309 High FREE HEAT
2 bdrm fum. Ft%9 gas heat, water and sewer
Washer'dryer Close to campus. Call Newlove
Rentals 352-5620 Our only office.

Student with car for yard work.
666-4527. after 8 pm

CHILDCARE OPPORTUNITIES!
Prs-acroonod families looking tor caring individuals to spend a year as a nanny.
8175-8350Vwk, room A board, car, air tore ineluded. Cal Chsdcroat 1 -600-574-6669.

A Journey In Song
Si Thomas More
Music Group Concert
Friday at 6:00 pm

3 bdrm house
Pets Allowed
Call 353-3993 after 5 pm.

Painting Co seeking summer workers for B.G.,
Psrrysburg A Toledo areas. WF Must be responsible and hard working. Painting experience preferred, but not required Reply eveni tigs, ask for Doug 354 0209

Call 352-3122 or 352-6647

You may quality for $3000 toward school.
ASK about our officer Education Program.
372-2176

Call Evenings 353-3993

Call 1-800-346-4649

Child care.
Monday through Friday, tor summer

Win S5000 tor the Best Pick-up Line. Please
prim A send to 17517 Elsienna, Clevteand. OH
44135.

3 Bdrm House
Big yard, big living room
Scott Ham 'ton 1 yr. lease Avail May 12

Palnte
WesrJake Omslead
Earn 15 - l&hour

CHILD CARE NEEDED FOR 1 YEARIII
Live-in positions avail, on the East Coast
Earn 1200-350/week plus great benefits.
Call Tha Perfect Nanny 1-800-882-2698

KAPPA' SENIORS ' KAPPA

220 Manville - $5S0/month
2 bedroom house - May 94 May 95
Call 352-4801

Looking tor a summer job A you live in Columbus? Give Wendy's et 7170 Sawmill Rd a can
al (614) 764-1618. Paying $5-67hour. Ask for
Amy or John.

Bartenders, cooks, waiters A waitresses tor
Daly's Pub A Timothy's Restaurant Sandusky,
OH now hinng summer help. Call 1 -626-3390.

Applications must be returned by
Friday, Apr" 21th.

2-3 subleasers needed for 2 bedroom furnished apartment. Central a 1. pay electric only.
Close to campus, price nog Call 352-4666.

Want a great summer job? Painters are wan ted
tor tha summer on ths east sids of Clsveland to
sam tha best wages A benefits around. Call
(216)382-1261

Attention Students! If you are moving back to
the Cleveland area and looking lor full or partDme emptoymem for the summer, MPI has a
position tor you. Sales A telemarketing, state of
the art equipment Clean, new office environment. Call today and eat up an appointment for
when you arrive. (216) 226-7117, ask tor
Steve.

BETASOO

TotnK.:
I'm sorry that I missed your birthday but ws
will celebrate later tonight alone. The lest 4
years together have been wonderful. Check
under your pillow. I surprised you wtlh
some Intimate Addldss apparel.
Love Always, Mike K.

Looking tor a job? Earn $5000 to $6000 working on Put m Bay Cal for dta is A application.
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday from 1 pm to 9
pm. 600625-5943.

2 bdrm. turn. apt. for 2 people
$4S0. includes free heat, water
gas, HBO, sewer 354 09,4

353-0325 CALL NOW
Starting 5/9 cleaning apartments and rentals
SS/hr CARTY RENTALS.

Artst needed tor summer employment at Putin-Bay. internship A housing available. Greet
pey A fun. Call Island Graphics anytime. (4tg)
265-3713.

KAPPA-BETA-KAPPA
KAPPA • PLEDGES ■ KAPPA

1 bedroom apartment 1 block from campus
Juris 1-August 1. $3O0/month. Cal 353-1220.

601 A 603 8th St. FREE HEAT
2 bdrm., turrvunfurn, washer/dryer, low
prices, free gas heal, water A sewer. Call Newlove Rentala 352-5620. Our only office

Alaska fisheries summer emptoymem. Earn up
to 815.000 this summer in canneries, pro
cesaors, sic. Male or female.
Room/boarcvtravel after provided! Guaranteed
Success! (919)929-4396sit. A76.

St. Thomas Mora
Mu.k Group
MCONCERT
Friday, April 22
8:00 pm at St. Tom's

BGSU ULTIMATE FRISBEE TOURNAMENT
SAT.. APRIL 23. 9 30 AM M.W DIVISIONS.
ENTRY FEE 120/TEAM. ENTRIES DUE BY
WED. 4/20. FOR MORE UFO. CALL SCOTT
2-8110.

Last chance for the best summer job everl
Student Sprinklers only has a few cities left in
OH tor your first $10,000 summer. Toledo
Manager net pay was $9300 tor last 2 yrs. This
could be youl Get REAL EXP. running a proven and successful business. Full training and
support provided Call Steve at (800) 265- 7691
IMMEDIATELY!!!

ALASKA
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
• Earn up to $8,000 plus in two months. Room
A Board! Transportation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary! (206) 545-4155 ait
ASS44.

ALPHA PHI • FIJI • ALPHA PHI

ALPHA PHI'FIJI'ALPHA PHI
LAGAPHONELINE
Answers to your questions
about the homosexualrbisexual community
call3S2-LAGA
7-10PMMWF

PI SETA PHI
Happy 8th Birthday Pi Phil
Eight strong ysare of tradition
ol excellence 1
Congratulations!
Come 10 the house at 5fl0
for a birthday celebration.
PI BETA PHI

BETA SCO. 1994

The sistera of Alpha Phi would like to congratulate MEG CELMER on her long awaited lavaiiermg to Fiji Deron Pankakel

1 A 2 bedroom epartmonts.
9 month • summer - year leases
352-7454

Wail Staff. Delivery. Counter Person 15 min.
from campus. Ful or part-Dme, flexible schedule. Apply at China Dekte exit 193 Rt 20. Perrysburg across from Holiday Inn French Ouarjar 672-2414.

" CO Playera • CO Playera • CO Players •
KKG'KAPPA'KKG

_

IMMEDIATE HELP
10-30 hoursrweek. flexible schedule.
$9 starting pay. No experience necessary.
Apply soon. Cal 259-1117.

Nice apt. Close to campus needs 3 subleasers
tor summer. $3O0vea tor entire summer . utjl.
352-4546

Indigo Girls "Swamp Ophelia "
On sale 5/10. For more into.,
dial! -800-457-3027.

LOW RATES - 6' X 8' $20.00 M0., OTHERS AVAIL.

VILLAGE LOCK UP
PEMBERVILLE 287-4824

r♦

CIIARLESTOWI\ APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

•iVOrV RENTING •
Choose from choice apartments within'walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning
641 Third St Apt 4, B.G.
Resident Manager 352-4380

